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1 Data Overview 

To understand the annotation variances caused by different concept definitions, we study three 

prevalently used conceptions of harmful content – hateful, offensive, and toxic. We select 

definitions frequently cited or used in the literature. For hateful we use Davidson et al.’s (2017) 

definition; for offensive we use a variation of Wiegand et al.’s (2018) definition highlighting 

components that differentiate it from hatefulness; and for toxic we use Perspective API’s 

definition (see Table 1 for the summary). We examine whether definitional dimensions 

characterize differences in how annotators label content as any of hateful, offensive, or toxic. In 

this section, we describe how we collected the comments to annotate, how we designed the 

annotation tasks, and how we analyzed the labels that annotators produced. 

Concept Definition 

Hateful 
“expresses hatred towards a targeted group or is intended to be derogatory, to humiliate, or 

to insult the members of the group” (Davidson et al. 2017) 

Offensive “contains hurtful, derogatory, or obscene comments” (Wiegand et al. 2018) 

Toxic 
“a rude, disrespectful, or unreasonable comment that is likely to make readers want to 

leave a discussion” (Wulczyn et al., 2017) 

Table 1. Definitions of “hateful”, “offensive”, and “toxic” that we provided to annotators. 

 

2 Data Collection 

2.1 Comments 

We assembled a collection of comments from Reddit, Twitter, and YouTube about engaging 

political news stories to assess annotators' interpretations of different concepts. We focused on 

political news comments to emulate the conditions under which the popular toxicity detection 

model Perspective API was trained on (Wulczyn et al., 2017). We focused on engaging stories 

because those stories reflect real world human attention to some extent (e.g., more engaging 

stories receive more comments).  

To identify popular news stories everyday, we partnered with a third-party company called 

NewsWhip (NewsWhip, 2021), which monitors social media posts containing URL links to news 

publishers on mainstream platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook) and tracks the engagement 

metrics (e.g, likes, shares, retweets) of each post. From the NewsWhip database, we queried 

the most engaging1 1,000 URLs shared on both Twitter and Facebook for each day of August 

2021. We extracted the publishing timestamps, headlines, and summaries for a total of 51,747 

 
1 For Twitter, the engagement score sums up the number of tweets and retweets associated with a URL. 

For Facebook, the engagement score provided by NewsWhip sums up the number of likes, shares, 
reactions, and comments of all posts containing the specific URL. 

https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/60FeI
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/60FeI
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/WeXWj
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URLs after removing duplicates. Following Bakshy et al.’s (2015) approach, we constructed a 

machine learning classifier to identify URLs about political news amounting to 24,219 news 

URLs total. 

We searched for each news URL’s appearance on Reddit, Twitter, and YouTube. Both Reddit 

API and Twitter API support search for a URL address. For Reddit, we obtained Reddit posts 

containing the target URL and used PRAW (Boe, 2012) to collect all comments under the posts. 

For Twitter, we only collected original tweets containing the target URL (i.e., we excluded 

retweets and replies) and used Twitter API (Twitter, 2023) to collect all replies under the original 

tweets. For YouTube, because many YouTube videos do not mention the URL address in the 

description, we searched for the story headline of the URL in the YouTube search bar and sent 

web requests to scrape all returned videos deemed relevant by YouTube. By using an 

embedding model SentenceTransformers (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019), we computed the 

cosine similarity between the URL headline embedding and video title embedding. When the 

cosine similarity was larger than 0.82, we interpreted that YouTube videos were discussing the 

same issues raised in the target URL. We scraped all comments under those matched videos.  

We then filtered for only URLs with at least ten comments on all three platforms for a total of 

1,287 news URLs with corresponding 6,554 Reddit posts, 265,632 original tweets, and 11,743 

YouTube videos. We kept only comments responding to original posts with these news URLs 

within 24 hours to keep the discussion period consistent, resulting in 483,762 Reddit comments, 

1,496,623 Twitter replies, and  2,718,404 YouTube comments.  

 

HOT comments are generally rare (Ibrahim et al., 2018). To avoid annotator fatigue from 

receiving an excess of comments with no HOT characteristics to label, we used purposive 

sampling instead of random sampling to increase the prevalence of HOT comments in the 

samples we provided to annotators. Specifically, for each of the HOT concepts, we used a pre-

trained machine learning model to assign a classifier score (ranging from 0 to 1) to each 

comment. We used Aluru et al.’s hate speech model3 to classify hatefulness (Aluru et al., 2020), 

Davidson et al.’s offensiveness model4 to classify offensiveness (Davidson et al., 2017), and 

Jigsaw’s Perspective API5 to classify toxicity (Jigsaw, 2021). Higher classifier scores predict 

more annotators would label the comment as HOT. Next, for each concept on each platform, we 

binned the comments into ten strata (e.g., 0-0.1, 0.1-0.2, etc.) based on their classifier scores. 

Given our annotation budget, we sampled 40 comments from each of the ten strata. Our final 

dataset included with 1162 Reddit comments, 1154 Twitter reply tweets, 1165 YouTube 

 
2 One author randomly selected ten URL headlines, and manually annotated the relevance of all returned 

videos. Using the cosine similarity score as input and human annotation as output, a threshold of 0.63 
yielded the best F1 score (0.77, precision=0.76, recall=0.79). In this task, we wanted to prioritize precision 
over recall, we thus used 0.8 as the threshold to determine video relevancy (precision=0.93, recall=0.32). 
3 Hate speech detection model available at: https://huggingface.co/Hate-speech-CNERG/dehatebert-

mono-english 
4 Offensiveness detection model available at: https://github.com/t-davidson/hate-speech-and-offensive-

language 
5 Toxicity detection model available at: https://perspectiveapi.com/  

https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/EJB8Z/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/DVZyX
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/k9j1V
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/4bAg7
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/hFF5N
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/3PmSE
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/4sY7x
https://paperpile.com/c/xUvO7U/kCSPR
https://huggingface.co/Hate-speech-CNERG/dehatebert-mono-english
https://huggingface.co/Hate-speech-CNERG/dehatebert-mono-english
https://github.com/t-davidson/hate-speech-and-offensive-language
https://github.com/t-davidson/hate-speech-and-offensive-language
https://perspectiveapi.com/
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comments6. Figure 1 provides an overview of our comment collection process, with additional 

details on comment collection and sampling in the Appendix. 

 

Figure 1. Social media comments data collection process. 

 

2.2 Annotation Task 

We recruited annotators on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We required that annotators 

resided in the US, had completed at least 1000 Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), and had at 

least a 98% HIT acceptance rate. We asked MTurk workers (annotators) who met these criteria 

to complete a qualification task. In this qualification task, we provided the concept definitions, 

labeling instructions (see Figure 2 for sample instructions), and three qualification questions 

(see Figure 3 for sample qualification task). Annotators had to answer all three questions 

correctly to be invited to the subsequent comment-labeling task. Once qualified, each annotator 

could label up to 100 comments.  

Table 2 details the demographic characteristics of our annotator pool. Overall, our annotator 

pool was roughly equally split between male and female. Most were between age 30 and age 

49, straight, White, and leaned toward Democratic party affiliation. This demographic distribution 

is not representative of a social media commenting population as a whole, and as such, it is 

possible that this distribution affects annotation outcomes. We account for possible rater effects 

in our statistical models. 

 
6 One might expect 1,200 comments per platform (3 concepts x 10 stratums x 40 comments per stratum). 

We obtained annotated comments slightly smaller than 1,200 because the hate speech model rarely 
outputs very high classifier scores. We thus did not obtain 40 comments for either the 0.8-0.9 or the 0.9-1 
strata for the hateful concept. 
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Figure 2. Sample instructions. 

 

Figure 3. Sample qualification task. 
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Demographic 
Characteristic 

No. Annotators 
Demographic 
Characteristic 

No. Annotators 

Sex Sexual Orientation 

Female 285 Straight 521 

Male 311 Gay or lesbian 15 

Non-binary 10 Bisexual 58 

Unknown 2 Unknown or skip 14 

Age Race/Ethnicity 

18-29 95 White 471 

30-39 238 Black 45 

40-49 148 Asian 26 

50-59 81 Latino or Hispanic 21 

>60 44 Unknown or mixed 45 

Unknown or skip 2 Political Affiliation 

 Lean Democrat 382 

Independent 81 

Lean Republican 145 

Table 2. Demographic characteristics of our annotator pool. 

We provided annotators with definitions of all three concepts and asked them to label comments 

for the presence of each. Figure 4 is a screenshot of a comment provided to an annotator, and 

Figure 5 is a screenshot of the task provided to annotators. Annotators were allowed to navigate 

to previous questions and change their answers. However, for each comment, they could 

change their answer only once. Each comment received five annotator labels, and we targeted 

a $15 hourly rate for annotators.  
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Figure 4. Sample comment provided to annotator for review prior to labeling HOT concepts. 

 

Figure 5. Annotation task provided to annotators. 
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